
 
Conservators and Guardians 

 

  

 Occasionally, some form of legal incapacity (e.g.. a minor) or a physical/mental limitation 

(e.g. mental weakness, retardation, incapacity) may create an inability for a person to properly 

care for their property.  It is important to distinguish the ability to care for property as separate 

and apart from the ability to hold title to property.  There are no legal improprieties for a 

physically or mentally challenged individual, or minor, to hold title to property.  Issues may arise, 

however, when such an individual attempts to care for or manage that property whereupon it may 

be necessary for a conservator or guardian to be appointed by a court. 

 

 The general difference in the two types of fiduciaries is that a conservator has control over 

the "property" of a ward while a guardian has the additional responsibility over a ward's "person". 

Conservators are appointed in cases of mentally weakness, mental retardation or physical 

incapacity; guardians are appointed in cases of minors, mentally ill persons, spendthrifts and 

mental retardation. 

 

 Once appointed, a guardian or conservator inherits a wide range of responsibilities and 

duties over the ward's care, custody and estate.  Contracts by a ward while under a 

conservatorship or guardianship are consequently void.  In both instances, exclusive authority 

over the property  of the ward lies within the domain of a conservator or guardian during the 

pendency of the fiduciary's reign.  However, a ward will retain control over his "person" during a 

conservatorship while surrendering that control in a guardianship. 

 

 Conservatorships and guardianships may be terminated by the court upon petition by the 

ward or a third party if a finding can be reached that it is no longer necessary.  The death of the 

ward also proves self-terminating.  However, the death of the conservator or guardian does not.  

A guardianship of a minor will also terminate by operation of law when the age of majority is 

reached. 

 



 As far as personal property is concerned, guardians and conservators have free reign to 

sell and transfer the ward's assets without court approval.  However,  its a different matter 

altogether for real estate.  A guardian or conservator can only sell, lease or mortgage real estate of 

a ward by court license.  The methodology to obtain such a license is akin to that of an estate 

fiduciary (n.b. notice requirements, sale amount, description of property, etc.).  In fact, the 

statutes which provide the manner in which conservators and guardians are permitted to sell a 

ward's real estate directly incorporate by reference the "descent and distribution" statutes which 

describe the required framework (See M.G.L c. 201, §§ 37 & 38; M.G.L. c. 202, §§ 5, 7, 21 thru 

26). 

Upon petition to the probate court, there are primarily two instances under which a 

conservator or guardian may seek a license to sell. 

 

 Sales to Pay Debts.  If the personal property is insufficient to pay debts or expenses, then 

a guardian or conservator may be licensed to sell real estate of ward (See M.G.L. c. 201, § 37). 

 Sales for Maintenance or Investment.  The applicable statute provides very broad 

discretion in utilizing this option.  The pertinent part of M.G.L.c. 201, §21 provides that  

 

"(I)f the income of the estate of a ward is insufficient to maintain 

him and his family or if it appears that it would be for his benefit 

that his real estate or any part thereof…should be sold and the 

proceeds placed on interest or invested in a productive security, his 

guardian or conservator may sell such real estate …upon obtaining 

a license therefore and proceeding as herein-after provided."  

 

This procedure is used more frequently than the other when property of a ward is being 

sold. However, although the motivation for the sale differs, the same methodology applies for 

purposes of obtaining the license. 

 

A frequent underwriting question involves the preparation of a deed when real estate of 

the ward is being sold.  Many times the deed will state the name and identity of a guardian or 

conservator in the grantor clause with or without an additional reference to the ward.  Or 



sometimes the grantor clause will have a sole reference to only the ward.  Consequently there are 

a variety of ways to properly prepare the grantor clause. 

 

The statutory form of a guardian's or conservator's deed suggests the following: 

 

"Guardian/conservator of __________ by the power conferred by 

__________, and every other power, for __________ dollars paid, 

grant to __________ the land in (description)." (See M.G.L. c. 183 App. 

Form 3). 

 

  

On the other hand, sometimes the grantor clause of a deed is prepared in conventional 

fashion by simply naming the ward (as record owner) regardless of the existence of a 

guardianship or conservatorship.  An argument in support of this alternative can be made that 

since legal title always remains in the name of a ward and not the guardian or conservator,  then it 

is perfectly appropriate for a ward to remain the sole grantor.  The conservator or guardian, duly 

empowered by the court, is simply the means by which that legal title is being transferred.  Any 

reliance on this alternative should be approved in advance by underwriting counsel. 

 

Under either instance, full details of the guardian's or conservator's authority should be 

described in the execution of the deed with reference to the license, its date, the authorization by 

the probate court and the docket number for the case. 

 

Leases or mortgages of a ward's real estate must be similarly approved by the court. 

 

Title to any newly acquired property should be taken in the name of the ward and not the 

name of either a guardian or conservator. 

 

Since the death of a ward extinguishes a conservatorship or guardianship, it goes without 

saying that a license to sell must be exercised prior to that death.  Although any contract to sell 

real estate should be enforceable, it is the ward's estate which should be held accountable to 



comply with the terms and provisions of any purchase and sales agreement.  Likewise, it would 

be the executor or administrator of the ward's probate estate that would effectuate the actual sale 

of the real estate. 

 


